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Foreword
I am pleased to introduce ‘Everyday Life in Salford’. This powerful
collection of stories and photographs, revealing the everyday lives of six
individuals currently living in Salford, provides an important document
regarding some of the issues affecting our society at present. These are
accounts that need to be heard.
Public policy, the media and research can often reduce the complexity
and individuality of people’s lives. This misrepresentation can lead
to negative stereotyping and ultimately to the failure of policies
designed to benefit those in question. The Social Action & Research
Foundation has always aimed to support communities to share their
lived experiences in order to provide an alternative to this. The work
presented in ‘Everyday Life in Salford’ does exactly that.
Each participant has taken photographs that show the sources of
support and of struggle in their everyday life and then shared their
stories around these. The resulting collection reveals the intricacies
of the authors’ lives; how the day-to-day is in fact multi-dimensional,
complex and often connected to historical factors that have an
unavoidable relationship with the future. What has been shared is
extremely personalised and in one moment can capture both
tragedy and hope entwined.
Individual stories matter; yet through revealing the everyday it is also
possible to collectively identify shared challenges and assets that can
be drawn upon to effect policy change and support local community
action. Through each story shared, commonalities emerge in both the
struggles and the strengths - revealing that it is our daily, often invisible
relationships and support structures that can be the most creative and
lasting, while the most damaging social policies are those that place
pressure upon them.
I hope that this book will encourage people to recognise the value of
the lived experiences, histories and expertise of people who know what
life is like getting by on a daily basis. I believe that in this approach,
there is the potential for renewed democracy and social justice.
Daniel Silver, co-Director of the Social Action & Research Foundation
and PhD candidate at University of Manchester, supported by ESRC.

Introduction

“By just taking pictures that mean
something to you, a meaningful
story emerges.”
“You can be sat next to someone
anywhere and you have got no idea
what they go through in their life...”
“I hope this will make people realise
that they aren’t daft buggers - that they
are normal, that there are other people
who go through similar things...”
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People’s stories
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Jane
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Beth



This is my daughter. The main person in my life. They say
there is no love like a mother’s love and it’s right in every form.
I would give my entire life for this little girl and nothing or
nobody could make my day go so much better from sad to
happy. When Sienna was born she was delivered by emergency
C-section. She had stopped breathing. I hadn’t even met her
yet, but nothing scared me more than the thought of losing her.
Thank God for amazing doctors.
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People’s stories



Last month I was walking near home, as I cut down a street I
seen a sofa dumped on the side of a road with graffiti covering
the walls surrounding. When I first looked I was angry about why
somebody would dump it there when there is a tip two minutes
down the road. As I went to walk off I looked again and saw an
image of a den like area. It brought me back to childhood
when I made dens with my friends. I loved it.
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This is my brother, well an uncle who’s more of a brother.
On October 22nd 2014 he was in a collision. They tried for
hours to bring him back. They couldn’t. David Broome, 26 left
behind 3 children, a stepson (6), his own son (5) and a newborn
baby girl (5 weeks old). This is David being laid to rest with his
father’s ashes. Back together after 13 years.
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People’s stories



These are my priority. My life. I’d do anything for them.
Children are such an amazing gift and I am lucky to have this
gift. This is my daughter Sienna, 7 months old and my partner’s
son Riley, 4. Even though they don’t live together, when they
are together you can see the impact they have on each other.
You can see how much they love each other. Seeing them
together makes me feel blessed.
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Letitia



After finding myself unexpectedly pregnant and a single
mum at the age of 41 my future was looking uncertain, until
I decided to train as a mental health nurse. I relocated 150
miles away to do this.
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People’s stories



This was a great moment achieving my Degree
after 5 years studying as a mature student - when
people used to ask what do you want to be, I used
to reply... I’m not sure but I know I want to make
a difference.
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I became part of Church Action on Poverty (social justice charity)
when finances were bleak and I felt isolated and depressed.
This charity saved my life.



Another very worthwhile charity supporting the marginalised
in our community. They sell furniture at realistic prices with 25%
discount for people on benefits and they are also a foodbank.
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Glyn



”We’re in the Lounge”at the Royal Exchange. This year I joined the Elders
group at the Royal Exchange. We gave a performance focusing on our lounges
and what they meant to us. It was also to look back at events and incidents that
happened in the past; this shelf represents some of my memories. We brought
things in that were important.
The picture of Emperor Ming, a character from Flash Gordon, recalls my
first emotional connection with death - in the film serial he walked into the
fiery furnace to meet his fate, and it really upset me. The whole exhibition
represented part of my daily life, and was staged with others from the Elders,
a group that brings me a lot of positive things in my life. Being a member of
different groups, connecting with other people, being valued adds so much
to my quality of life.
One of the things I have learned is to go outside your comfort zone, just go for
it and you can gain so much more. I have never had great self-esteem but by
working along so many different people, including the group that has come
together to develop Everyday Life in Salford, has been really beneficial to me.
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People’s stories



This is a card from my sister, and it is the last communication I ever had from
her. That is on the bookcase in my lounge. It was written on January 26th, and
she died on February 11th. For a while it was displayed at the Royal Exchange
Theatre. It was such an emotional experience. It was also so positive, because
I felt she was there with me. I can’t convey what that means to me, it was a
magical feeling.
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The final resting place; My grandparents are buried here in
St John’s cemetery in Irlam.
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People’s stories



My granddaughter Kate, holding on to her daddy’s hand.
Trusting and innocent she represents, for me, the future.
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Jane F



That’s all that is left of my son, a twenty six year old man...
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People’s stories



I have got that many photos of all the kids. That is David’s daughter; she was
only six weeks old when he went. And in some ways it is gonna be easier for
her than his five year old because he actually knew him and remembers him.
She will grow up without a dad and it will be more common place for her.
I am not saying she won’t get upset, of course she will get upset, especially
when she is on her own in her own bed as she gets older, but sometimes you
never miss what you never had. But in other ways, David’s boy has memories
of having a good dad, because he was a good dad. But she missed out on
that. So even though I say one thing, the other thing contradicts that thing...
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My great granddaughter - she is a lovely kid. She is too old - she is eight
going on eighteen...if I was ill now at home and she was there, she would
make me go to bed, she would go through all my drawers to get my
medicine, any inhaler she could find and bring them to me and ask if I wanted
her to phone her Grandma, she will hold my head, and my hand and stroke
the side of me face - she is really good for me.”



That is my television and them’s my subtitles. There’s pictures I
watched when I was younger and I have watched them again since
with subtitles and nine times out of ten the film was never about what
I thought it was about. But I have a bad habit of turning the telly right
down because I don’t need to hear it, and that is a bad thing really
because you get used to the silence. So when you have the kids
coming - they can get on your nerves.
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Jane G



This is my niece in my car. She is a very smiley happy baby. She is in the
car, which is a god-send to me. She keeps me going, and she has kept me
going everyday, and I know that is awful because I have two brand new
grandchildren, but she reminds me of David. She has beautiful eyes like her
Dad. I see her near-enough everyday; the only peace I have really is when I
have her.



This is a picture of my brother and his baby. As much as it is a positive
picture, it is a negative picture. It is hung in me living room. I took the picture
on his son’s birthday when we had gone out for a meal and I got him to pose
like that. It was a month later that he was killed. The reason it was a negative
as much as it is positive is that it’s in the living room and I have to avoid
looking at it because everyday is a struggle living without him…
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Christine



I was only ten when my dad passed away. I coped with it in the early years,
but when I started having a social life with friends, I would go to their houses
and feel envious because they had two parents. And one of my friends was
a proper daddy’s girl, and I remember thinking it would be lovely to be a
daddy’s girl, but there was no daddy around for me. They used to moan
sometimes about how their dads were on their case, but I always thought
it must be nice to have something like that.
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People’s stories



I hadn’t seen my sister and her family, my nephews for many years due to
circumstances, and when I had my 60th birthday party, her daughter in law –
that was a present from her – it was like the family had reconnected...we have
got together as a family really. I had not seen them for years, but got back
in touch with them when my brother died, so that was a thing that was bad,
but in another sense it was good because it brought us back together. It’s
like a whole new family I have found again really...When I look at this it always
reminds me how close we are now. It also represents a really happy time for
me, because it is a present from my 60th birthday and that was the first time
I had had a full family celebration - it was lovely because all the family was
together. And that will always be in my mind.
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I hate clutter with a passion. I grew up in a small house with 5 of us and by
necessity there were things around the house, laundry, different things and that.
You couldn’t sit down, if you wanted to sit down you had to move something.
It drove me mad, and it drives me mad to this day. I can’t abide clutter – it does
lead to a cluttered mind. I go to bed at night and like to leave the house tidy
because then when I get up it is like a fresh day. I feel closed in otherwise.



This represents everything I think. Having suffered very badly from depression,
it is a complete reversal to how I used to be and that is what drives me. I used
to stay in my dressing gown for weeks and had no interest in the world because
I was so poorly and it has always stayed with me that time and how I felt. Some
people go home and look forward to putting their dressing gown on, but I can’t
do that, it has bad memories for me and I remember how badly it affected my
family. So now I make a positive effort every time to be the opposite. Sometimes it is hard to but I always feel better. I need to be out and about, I feel
better being active. As soon as I read that line, it resonated. There is stigma to
being depressed because it is not an outward sign, it is not like you are walking
round with plaster on your arm or a limp...
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People’s stories

The week before my brother died, he came to my house on the
Sunday, and I had been very, very depressed and my husband had
made a really nice Sunday lunch, and when he left he went dancing
to the car, and that night he sent me a text saying ‘Rub-a-dub-dub,
thanks for the grub’.


Normally I phone him, and text him, but I didn’t send one text
and that is the last communication we ever had…Everytime I see
that saying, I use it in a positive way.
There was five of us, but I was always closest with my brother. I lost
my father when I was ten. My brother always protected me even
when I was very seriously ill he said that you don’t want to put your
son through what we went through. He was a rock to me. Since I lost
my brother, it made me more determined to be well, and even now
if I have a day where I feel low, I can always just look at that and he is
laughing his head of and supporting me.
25
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What causes you
to struggle?
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Instant gratification for extortionate prices.

“The computer decides how much credit you can get, and we know people
round here struggle to get credit and can least afford these interest rates, but
all the shiny goods in the window look more glamorous than what is in the
charity shops, it is cunning. People can walk away with a brand new washing
machine, but they will probably be knocking on your door in a few months
and taking it back off you. Why does that shop have to be there? They could
have so much more there that would be better. A lot of years ago I might have
been tempted to get in debt, but I don’t mind shopping from charity shops.
I know people who have stuff from there, and have had to explain to their
children – like someone I know, their little girl came home and her bed had
gone - it had gone back to Brighthouse.”
“There is that much poverty and the cuts put much more strain on families.”
“People have to find money for rent, for rates, for childcare, but are getting a
pittance for a wages.”
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I had to pawn my
daughters PS4 for
£160. It cost me £250
in total 4 weeks later
to get it out.

People end up with
a criminal record for
being in poverty.

I remember when you used to get on the bus
for 30p and now I get on it for three stops,
and it is £1.50.
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The costs of living are very high. I’m lucky if I can
fill my fridge and cupboard. People might judge
me for alcohol in my fridge, but it was a gift.

“People who are on a low income can’t afford a car, but transport is so
expensive, so people are trapped. Where I live, there is only one local shop
and after a couple of days all my money would be gone if I didn’t get a lift
from my daughter.”
“It’s only single parents who have to go to work when their child is five, but
this just punishes single mums – through no fault of your own, you might be
a single parent mum and then have to be worse off going to work and
not being able to spend the time you want with you child.”
“I feel like I can’t go back to my hairdressing because I can’t afford it.
I would either have to go back to college or do an apprenticeship and you
have to pay for childcare – you only earn £100 a week on an apprenticeship
and I just couldn’t afford it.”
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Cuts to services
“services going down the drain”

£140M

of cuts to
public services
in Salford

Lunch Clubs
Work
Clubs

Craft
Groups

£1.6M

Cuts to Health
Improvement
Team

Smoking
Cessation
Living
Well with
COPD
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“I went to the doctors loads of times to get help stopping smoking, they are
absolutely useless the doctors, and I went to the Health Improvement Team
and they were smashing, absolutely smashing. And it was through them that I
stopped smoking, a chap called Mike, and he said to me why do you smoke?
He wasn’t patronising and I said I get fed up, so he said, well are you not fed
up when you smoked? And I said yeah, so I realised there was no point. I used
to go every week, and he helped me but not a patronising pat on the back.
The doctors just used to pull faces. Without the likes of the Health Improvement
Team we wouldn’t be aware of the damage to our health, they have helped
educate us and a lot of people need that support. If it hadn’t been for them I
would still be smoking. Because I needed that support.”
“I did the cycling with Health Improvement, and they provided the bikes, and
they supported me to go to the photography class. You couldn’t mock it at
all. I used to have a free gym pass. It keeps people out of the doctors, they
encourage people to look after their own health and mental health, in terms
of getting out and about interacting, and it is less pressure on GPs services,
and they help you to take control of your own health.”
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“I have done so much with the Health Improvement Team, it gets people
out, gets them looking at more healthy options. I think cutting funding is
awful. I can’t see the thinking behind it. It will have a massive (detrimental)
impact on people’s health.”
“When my daughter was younger, we used to go on guided walks, on
Halloween they put a party on where the kids would get dressed up, put
family cookery sessions on, bike rides – the list is endless. Encouraging
families to keep fit together, go on coach trips with other mums and kids.
After finding myself as a single parent after graduating from university, it
destroyed me. The Health Improvement Team kept me sane, and I began
to feel normal again.”
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It costs £25 to replace a bin. Cuts could leave more litter in the streets.

“There should be subsidised services for people who are on benefits or low
income; a lot of people are excluded because they can’t let their kids go
to dance clubs, music clubs, swimming, that sort of thing. So it becomes a
double whammy because they are excluded because of one thing, then it
spirals because parents can’t afford it...”
“My granddaughter who is eight, she doesn’t have swimming lessons until
year six. In Salford it used to be free to go swimming, but they scrapped that
so kids can’t learn to swim if they can’t afford it now.”
“There are no walk-in centres now, so you might have to wait for ages to see a
GP. So people go to A&E instead. Those walk-in centres were great, they were
open at weekends.”
“I didn’t get many visits from the midwifes after giving birth. I had just had
an emergency C-section and my uncle had just died so I was all on my own.
I couldn’t even walk on my own. I was ringing up, leaving voicemails trying
to get someone to come, but they never got back to me.”
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Poor physical and mental health
“Black dog”

Compared to more affluent areas,
Salford’s m
 ost deprived areas have:

3x higher

levels of anxiety
and depression

Here lies

6.6x higher

levels of contact
with Mental Health
Services
Here lies

Life expectancy in Salford
is 11.5 years lower for men and 8.5 years lower
for women in the most deprived areas compared 
to the most affluent areas of Salford.
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“The cuts started in the 1980s, and now there is nothing for people with
mental health problems, only the hospitals. And how do you get to the
hospitals – you go to the doctor, who is not trained in mental health so he
doesn’t send you anything because there is such a big waiting list...there
should be more professionals who can deal with mental health problems. And
also if you have mental health problems and do get DLA, most of it is taken
off you and you are left with a pittance.”
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“If you have a bad arm you have no qualms about telling people about it,
but because of the stigma people keep it to themselves, especially men.
People don’t know what to do about it, and are told to snap out of it and
it can be seen as a weakness. There needs to be more training to help
people manage it, it could be healthier eating, more social interaction,
and just more awareness.”
“One of the problems I had after being poorly was going for jobs. You had
to go to interview, and people would expect you to still be fragile...they
wouldn’t hire you because they thought you were going to go off again...”
“Nearly everybody suffers from mental health problems at some
point or other.”
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I feel that regular
visits to the dentist is
important. However, it
is quite expensive and
this can put a lot of
people off.

In 2001 I was diagnosed with angina. This is
the medication that allows me to function at
a reasonable level.

“They used to have the crisis team, when you were struggling in your own
home but didn’t want to go to hospital, they would come and see you
everyday, but they have cut all that, and the crisis teams don’t exist anymore.
They have cut the community mental health teams. It makes it much harder
for people, and there is more strain on services. I was lucky because I had a
family to come home to, but a lot of people don’t have the support anymore
because all of those things have been cut. There are less staff now and they
can’t give the time, so people are becoming left.”
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Welfare reform & insecure work
“Squeezing people”
Wages of the richest, are
going up, while the wages of
people in the lower half of
incomes are going down.
1 in 12 people are in
employement that is
classed as insecure,
with 744,000 working
on zero-hours contract.
People’s benefits can
be sanctioned for petty
reasons e.g. being
5 minutes late.
Nearly 1 in 5 of all Job-Seekers
allowance claimants were
sanctioned in 2013/14.
With changes to tax
credits, a low earning
single parent with one
child (working 20hrs
at £8.35/hr) will be
£1,000 a year worse off.
A low earning couple both
working with 2 children will
be £850 a year worse off.
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We are the challenging stigma group we formed
this because of welfare reforms.

“My brother started working for an agency, his baby was born and while he was
on paternity leave they told him he wasn’t due it because the company had
changed hands - it didn’t matter that he had been working the same job for a
year. It was hard enough - he had a zero contract so you only work when you are
given them and he was lucky if he got 16 hours a week, and if you work less than
that you aren’t entitled to family credit and it which means no rights to holiday
pay or sickness pay – I feel like we have gone backwards.”
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This booklet was produced in light of
fuel poverty.

You leave prison with £46 - no
housing and no family support.
What hope do you have if they
won’t help them?

“My friend has just had a baby, and has just got back to work – she works in a
care home. She is actually going to work for absolutely nothing and her little
boy has been put in a nursery and she is actually earning less money than not
going to work – which I understand - it is important for work for self-esteem,
but that little child is missing out. Years ago, when mums stayed at home and
built the family and gave the kids self-respect, now we are just passing them
onto someone who is just doing a job – and now they are bringing this in with
universal credit so you have to show you are looking for more hours, even if
you are working. People just can’t afford to live.”
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MP’s are supposed to be supporting you, but really
they are just part of the establishment.

This place has governed my life and caused me so
much financial ruin and debt because of sanctions.
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Bad local environment

“I don’t know why those houses are boarded up like that...I used to live round
here and my old house is not boarded up and these are just around the corner,
so it is a real puzzle to me. They are the same houses on the same estate...
the houses were brilliant...”
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“When I am walking down the street and see rubbish on the floor it angers
me; it looks untidy and it paints the picture of Salford that it’s scruffy and
that it is all of the people – even if you was to walk on an estate and everyone
was nice and tidy, but you littered on their street, that would make them all
look untidy and they are not, it might just be a few. Salford also has a bad
reputation through the press; people who are from Salford know that it is
not that bad, but people coming from out of Salford will think that they don’t
want to live there. I can be embarrassed when I say I am from Salford - some
people look at me differently.”
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“If you move into a house now, and have no bins, you have to buy them.
If your bin gets stolen or vandalised, you have to as well and it is just
getting ridiculous.”
“The thing is, you don’t look outside the door when you have your own
problems. My problems are that personal to me, and I have that much going
on, and that is probably why there isn’t as much community spirit to keep
places tidy – there are just so many pressures.”
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“That is the cemetery and we had gone to me mam’s grave - we couldn’t go
in because it might have exploded. It is happening all the time at Weaste
cemetery and it is disgraceful, they have destroyed gravestones and everything.
It stopped me from going to see my mam, and from putting my son in the
same grave. Surely it would have been cheaper to employ someone to patrol it.
Everytime I go to see David at Agecroft, I am so glad I put him there...”
“People not having respect is important...it’s people not thinking about
anyone else in your community.’
47
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Where do you
find support?
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Access to affordable services

“The Gateway has been a massive help to me, using the library, they have
community groups there, citizen’s advice, GPs - there is lots on offer there. It is
a hub for all sorts. They are open until ten o’clock at night, and so many a time
I have gone down at about half six and just had that quiet time in the library
on the computers getting things done, because at home it is like, I will put the
kettle on, the kids want something to eat, then that needs washing up, then I
will put the washing on, then hang the washing up, you know.”
“We would have struggled without our services – without buses or a car how
could you travel a 20 minute car journey? It would either cost a bomb
or would take you hours.”
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My saving grace – dining table and 4 chairs for £40

My local community hub.

“I found the Gateway really useful, because I didn’t have computer access at
home so I used to go and use it there and used the library and had some help
with my benefits there, there was someone there every week, it is an inviting a
place like that, and it is all in one place, it is ideal.”
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Family & Friends

Having a good
neighbour is very
important to a person’s
quality of life. This is my
neighbour Irene who
has added greatly to
my life because of her
caring nature.

Sandra is my closest friend, the godmother of my son.
She is funny, takes the mickey out of me, makes me laugh
always, I cry with laughter because she is so funny. She is an
amazing person, someone who has always been in my life, a
real true friend. We can talk to each other about anything and
it would never go any further – you need someone to talk to
sometimes apart from your partner.
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My son; he is very much like me,
we have the same sense of humour.
He is a really nice lad. This image
I thought he looked like a real man
and it made me so proud. I love how
my son and my husband get on so
well. He makes me laugh always, I
love spending time with him,
he is my world.

Album featuring my mum and
dad and also my daughter on her
wedding day.

“Family can be supportive, but they can bring you down too...”
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“One size does not fit all, all families are different.”
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My son on his way to work.

“Where I live, I have to walk up a hill
to get a bus and then might have to
wait half an hour for a bus – I rely on
my daughter a lot to drive me to get
around and to get to the cemetery
to see my lad.”

Friends are very important.

My sister Christine who makes
my Sunday roast.
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Community spirit

“Community spirit makes me feel part of something – valued as a person
and it improves my everyday life.”
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My friend Tina at the Irlam
community show.

“It is surprising what a difference the alleyways make to people, everyone
congregates and it is just lovely - it brings the community back. There are so
many places they have done this, and it makes such a difference to people’s
environment and everyday lives. There is no way kids can play on the roads,
and there are no front gardens, so it is nice that the kids can play somewhere.”
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Seeing barges on the Bridgewater canal in the middle of
urbanised Salford makes me feel good.
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Islamic Centre and LGBT centre
hand in hand.
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Feeling valued

My daughter makes me feel valued
and she makes me feel important
because she needs me.
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My youngest daughter aged 9 and
my oldest daughter aged 23.
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My niece makes me feel valued as
she is one of the main things David
left behind when he passed – she
gets me through everyday life.
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My family makes me feel valued, they
need me like I need them.
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Social interaction

“Social interaction is vital for a well balanced life, it sparks interest
in other things, leads to new friendships and to learning new skills.”
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My daughter obtained her wedding dress from here.

A picture of my daughter and me
taken on her wedding day.

I am one of the Nice group.
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The Beehive, Salford.

St. John’s church, Irlam. My son was christened here. It is a focal point of
the community, holding coffee mornings, children’s groups etc.
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The photography club has absolutely changed my life in every
way. I feel challenged. Its good to be doing something creative.
I feel very passionate about it, its good to have that feeling
again. I’ve been involved in exhibitions made many new friends
and discovered parts of the city I never knew. It’s opened the
door to so many other activities and given me a whole new
social life. The best thing I ever did definitely.
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Thank you

With thanks to Sarah Whitehead, Community
Pride for everyday support to the project;
Gerry Stone, St Sebastians’ Community Centre
for hosting the meetings; and Liz Richardson
& Kingsley Purdam, University of Manchester
for advice and guidance.
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